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RESERVES (WANJARRI NATURE RESERVE) BILL 2011 
Consideration in Detail 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 

Clause 3: Reserve 30897 amended — 
Debate was interrupted after the clause had been partly considered. 

Point of Order 
Mr J.N. HYDE: With the agreement of the Leader of the House I seek permission to table a short report. 

Mr R.F. Johnson: You cannot do it now. 

The SPEAKER: We are on an item of business now, member for Perth. Perhaps after we conclude this business 
there might be an opportunity, but we are actually dealing with an item of business at this stage. I do not know 
that there is any other instruction I can provide to you. 
Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Thank you, members! Is someone going to seek the call on this? We are dealing with clause 3 
of the Reserves (Wanjarri Nature Reserve) Bill 2011.  

Debate Resumed 
Mr B.S. WYATT: I just have a quick question in respect of the $2.5 million in payments that are referred to in 
the second reading speech. It is of course not part of the bill but a part of the agreement dated 17 November 
2011. The minister says that $500 000 will be paid into the consolidated account once excision occurs under the 
bill, and then a further $2 million will be paid once Nickel West receives final approval or by June 2017. In his 
second reading speech the minister said —  

These funds may then be made available for the purposes of assisting the land arrangements for the 
inclusion area to be added into the Wanjarri Nature Reserve. 

Although clause 6 of the agreement also provides for the payment of those moneys, it does not actually stipulate 
that those moneys are used for any particular purpose. Perhaps the minister can let the house know how those 
moneys will be expended and by whom. 
Mr B.J. GRYLLS: It is our intention that those moneys made available by Nickel West will be used for the 
negotiation and creation of the Indigenous land use agreement with the native title holder. I put on record that 
our intention is that that is what the money is for. 

Mr B.S. WYATT: I do not have any questions in respect of that, but I note that the minister has an amendment 
to the clause. I have a question about that amendment. Could I seek some guidance from you, Mr Speaker, when 
the amendment is put? 

The SPEAKER: It is a very simple process. The minister needs to put that amendment, and then I can give the 
call to the member for Victoria Park if he seeks it. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: I move — 

Page 2, line 16 – To delete “Plan 72583;” and substitute — 

Plan 72976; 

The reason for this amendment is that during our consultation process Hon Robin Chapple took an interest in this 
bill, and we thank him for that. While checking the plan an error was identified in the deposited plan 72583 that 
was tabled in Parliament to support the bill. The diagrammatical representation of the excision area did not 
correspond with the total area of 758 hectares identified in the legend on the plan for that area. As a result, the 
bill is being amended to refer to deposited plan 72976 on which the diagrammatical representation has been 
reduced to correspond to the excision area of 758 hectares. 

Mr B.S. WYATT: For my own clarification, did plan 72583 refer to a different area of land or a smaller area of 
land than the 758 hectares being excised? 
Mr B.J. GRYLLS: We talk about “diagrammatical”, which is a new word for me. The picture did not refer to 
the actual 758 hectares. I am assuming that if it was extrapolated out to scale, the picture was larger than the 
actual excision, so the amendment is to change the picture. 

Mr B.S. WYATT: The agreement between the Minister for Lands, the Minister for Mines and Petroleum, the 
Department of Conservation and Land Management executive body, BHP, Nickel West and BHP Billiton 
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Yakabindie still refers to the exclusion area as the incorrect deposited plan 72583. I refer the chamber to the 
definition of exclusion area, which means an area of land described in schedule 1. Schedule 1 still refers to 
deposited land 72583. That is important, because the agreement actually stipulates what is to happen. It is not in 
the bill itself, including at clause 4 of the agreement, “Excision of the Excision Area”, which goes through and 
stipulates at clause 4.3 what mining operations can take place at that now incorrect deposited plan number. 
These small details can certainly have some problems down the track. My question is: what impact does this 
amendment to the bill have on the agreement? Will a new agreement need to be signed, because at the moment 
we are dealing with the excision area and in the agreement it is incorrect? 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: Nickel West or BHP has agreed to amend the agreement to reflect the changes that we are 
making to the deposited plan. 
Mr B.S. WYATT: When will those amendments to the agreement take place? In light of the urgency that BHP 
outlined in its briefing to the opposition and in light of what will happen after commencement of the legislation 
regarding the ILUA process under 5.4—which Central Desert Native Title Services has an interest in—under 
what time frame can we expect that amendment to take place? 
Mr B.J. GRYLLS: I am advised that the intention is to amend the agreement with BHP Nickel West as soon as 
possible. Remember—I do not think I will table it—that in that picture there, the diagrammatical reflection was 
the bit that was incorrect. That is what is being amended. BHP Nickel West has agreed to amend its agreement to 
reflect that. I am advised that at the end of this process I will also be tabling a new explanatory memorandum 
that contains that diagrammatical map. 

Mr B.S. WYATT: The explanatory memorandum, which obviously refers to 72583 on three separate occasions, 
will be corrected, and we will also get the diagrams. 
Mr B.J. GRYLLS: The new plan, the new diagram, is attached to the explanatory memorandum, which I will 
table now. 
Mr C.J. TALLENTIRE: I seek some clarification here. It is a real concern that a certain pattern seems to be 
emerging when it comes to the lodging of diagrammatical representations of land transfers. We are all aware of 
the James Price Point debacle in which documents were incorrectly lodged. Inaccuracies were made there. It 
seems we have a repetition of that. How is it that each time we are facing these sorts of problems that are coming 
out of the minister’s office and agencies? 
Mr B.J. GRYLLS: This was an error by Landgate in preparing the deposited plan. The error was picked up 
during the consultation process. The amendment is to correct that error. There was no error in the James Price 
Point agreement. We moved to compulsorily acquire a larger area of land to allow for, in negotiation with 
traditional owners, heritage areas to be managed. That was done in agreement with them. Parties outside of that 
agreement challenged that at court and were successful. We have reissued the notices of intention to take. I think 
that that decision was made in the best interest of the parties. 

Mr C.J. Tallentire: The documents were incorrectly lodged.  

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: No, the notice of intention to take defined an area of land. It was challenged in the court and 
the court ruled that we were not specific enough in identifying the lands that were necessary. I do not regard that 
as a mistake. It was challenged in the court and was decided upon. Again, from my point of view, that was done 
with the best intentions of the traditional owners, with whom we had reached agreement, in mind. 
Mr B.S. WYATT: I have just one more question. Are there any documents, other than the agreement that has 
been provided to the opposition, that this amendment will have any impact on?  

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: The answer from the Department of Regional Development and Lands and the Department 
of Environment and Conservation is that, aside from the DEC management plan, which will have to be amended 
for the inclusion in the Wanjarri reserve, no other documents will be affected.  
Amendment put and passed.  
Clause, as amended, put and passed.  
Title put and passed. 

Tabling of Papers 
Mr B.J. GRYLLS: I move to table the explanatory memorandum as I indicated I would during consideration in 
detail.  

The SPEAKER: I do not know whether the member needs to move it; I think he just needs to indicate that he is 
going to table that. For members’ information, tabling of that particular piece of information does not substitute 
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for the original. It will be contained on the website and accompany all the original documentation. I say that just 
to emphasise that it does not replace the original document. It is simply a part of the information process.  
[See paper 4618.] 
 


